
Keep your business up and running whatever happens.

Product overview 
Designed to function as a suite, Sync7 and DiskMirror7 
offer comprehensive data protection and data recovery 
services. Your business’s most valuable asset is its 
data, and unplanned events such as hard disk failures, 
viruses, operator mistakes, natural disasters or 
hardware theft can put your data and your business 
at risk.

Regardless of the size of your business, a disaster 
recovery plan needs to be in place before disaster 
strikes. Sync7 and DiskMirror7 from SevenC ensure 
rapid recovery and secure off-site storage of your data. 
Should your servers suffer a complete failure or any 
other disaster, Sync7 and DiskMirror7 makes sure that 
your business is up and running in no time.

 • Automatically mirror your business’s vital data
 • Recover your server fully after any disaster so that 

you’re up and running in no time
 • Stable, fully-managed, Linux servers that are        

immune to viruses
 • All of your data is stored (not just bits and pieces)
 • No upfront set up costs or annual licence fees
 • Unlimited, round-the-clock support
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Mirror your data off-site 
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Benefits 
 • Full disaster recovery plan
 • On-site and off-site data redundancy       

platforms proven immune to virus infection
 • Efficient and reliable automatic processes
 • No upfront investment
 • Comprehensive protection and zero hassle
 • Fixed monthly fee
 • Recovery of your data is a phone call away
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Product features 
 • Complete remote storage of all electronic data
 • Files can be recovered instantly
 • Web access to backed up files for when travelling 

or at home
 • Security is provided through secure-sockets 
 • connections to SevenC’s data centres, 128-bit 
 • encryption and account passwords (data 
 • compression ensures regular backups are very 

efficient and non-intrusive)
 • Differential synchronisation - if a change is made 

to a previously backed up document, only the 
change to that document is sent, not the whole 
document

 • Backups can be scheduled or started manually 
and can, therefore, be performed at the most            
convenient times

 • An automated, proactive monitoring system 
ensures any problems are identified and rectified 
quickly

Differential off-site backup 
A copy of the electronic state your servers is created in
SevenC’s secure, off-site archive repository. The 
electronic state includes the configuration data of the 
servers and users’ data. The off-site backup is carried 
out after predetermined intervals.

DiskMirror7 - Data protection 
DiskMirror7 is a “delayed RAID” system involving a
“live” disk drive and at least one “mirror” drive.
The data on the mirror drive is synchronised with the 
live drive once a day. DiskMirror7 forms part of 
SevenC’s disaster recovery suite, ensuring rapid 
recovery of your business’s data and functions in the 
event of failure of the live drive.
If the live drive fails, it is replaced by the mirror drive
immediately. A new replacement mirror drive is then
deployed while the server remains operational.

Backup and running 
in no time.


